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Abstract 
Neves, V., Nonnormality of %‘“( M, N) in Whitney’s and related topologies when M is open, 
Topology and its Applications 39 (199i) 113-122. 
In [4], Michor asks if either the Whitney %;“-topology or his extension of Schwartz’ C&topology 
on F?( M, N) is paracompact when M is an open manifold. We show that (‘t;“( M, N), 7) is not 
even normal for any topology 7 finer than Whitney’s and coarser than 9. This is done by embedding 
Van Douwen’s nonnormal space into a closed SL+ set of ( Ve”( M, N), T). This is a new result even 
for the Whitney topology. 
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ormali result 
Let M be an open (noncompact, borderless) connected (paracompact) manifold 
modeled on IV. Let 5 = (p, Z, M) be a vector bundle with projection p : 2 + and 
fiber isomorphic to R”. (We use the vector bundle notation from 123, e.g., z, E 
p-‘(m).) The basic case of our nonnormality result is in the space r(t) of smooth 
sections of 5. (An “exponential function” trick allows us to extend the result from 
r(t) to %“( M, N) below.) 
A fiber norm on 5 is a continuous function 1 l 1 on Z 
the fiber p-‘(m) = 2, is an ordinary norm. (One can alwa 
a partition of unity subordinate to “trivializing 
extends to the jet bundles J”(r) by 
restriction, I l I m, to 
e constructed using 
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extension of Schwartz’ 5@- 
as follows (Schwartz’ 9 is 
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multilinear functions. The Whitney- %‘” and Michor’s 
topology on r(t) can be described with these norms 
usually only defined for sections of compact support). 
, 
Each positive continuous function q E %(M, (0, 00)) and each function K E N” 
induces a pseudonorm on r(t) by 
I! I! s f= sup[~(m)!~“““‘s(m)],,,: m (2 M-J 
(These may take the value 00, but have the other properties of a norm.) The 
Whitney-%“-topology is induced by the family of these pseudonorms where K ranges 
over all constant functions. Michor’s extension of Schwartz’ %topology arises by 
taking all functions K which are constant on the elements of certain zovers of M. 
Both topologies use all positive continuous v. Uncountably many intermediate 
topologies arise by using intermediate conditions on the rate of growth in the 
function K. These various rates of growth say the topology has certain “orders of 
infinity” of control on derivatives as you “tend to infinity” on the manifold M. It 
is technically easier to describe these intermediate conditions relative to an exhaus- 
tlon and we need this to embed Van Douwen’s nonnormal space into r(r). 
An exhaustion of M is a sequence X = ( Kj) of compact subsets of M with K, = 0, 
Ki E int( Ki+,) and M = U Kim The locating function for X is the map [ l ] : M + N 
given by [m] = i when m E int( Ki+ I)\int( Ki)- Given a sequence of integers A : N + N, 
we may compose with the locating function to produce a pseudonorm 
I! I! s ;= sup[ v( ~~~)!j”““%( m)!,,, : m E M]. (1) 
NGW we formalize this: 
Definition 1.1. Let 8 be a vector bundle over M with fiber norm 1-I. Given an 
exhaustion X of lv and a family of nondecreasing sequences C c NN which contains 
all constant sequences, the X&topology on T(S) is given by the family of 
pseudonorms from ( 1): 
I!!*!!;: A ~2, rl~ WWO,4)1. 
The Whitney-%“-topology is the coarsest XX-topology where C equals only 
constant sequences. Michor’s %topology is the finest X&topology where C equals 
NN, all sequences. (See [4].) Uncountably many other choices for the rates of growth 
in C yield inequivalent XZ-topologies on f (5). 
We use the theory of infinitesimals [9, Chapter 81 to prove that our map from 
the Van Douwen space D into r(t) is continuous, has a closed image and has a 
continuous inverse. For this reason, we need the following simple fact about monads 
of standard points in the nonstandard extension *r( 5): The following are equivalent 
for a standard s E “r(t) and t E *r(t): 
(1) t=s [YlE], 
(2) for each standard v E “c( M, (0,~)) and ezh standard A E “‘2 
q(:fl)Jj^‘“‘Qm) _j-1 f(m)),,, < 1 forall m E * 
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Notice that when A[ m] tends to infinity as m tends off compact sets, then the 
nonstandard extension h [m] takes infinite nonstandard values for m in the remote 
part of *M. In other words, this is a precise formulation of the control of infinitely 
many derivatives at infinite points of the manifold. 
Now we shall describe Van Douwen’s nonnormal space in similar terms. The 
space IJP with the usual Tychonoff product topology is characterized by the 
infinitesimal relation 
t = s [prod] 
if and only if the sequences s and t satisfy 
ti = si for standard i E W. 
The space RN with the box topology is characterized by 
t = s [box] 
if and only if 
&il ti - Si] =Z 0 for all i E *FU and all standard E E “f@’ 
Let P = f@’ c Rrm with the product topology. Let A = (0) u {1/i: i E N, i > 0) and B = 
AN c RN with the box topology. Van Douwen’s space is 
D=PxB. 
The space D is not normal [8, 10.41. 
We construct our closed embedding of D from two pieces, a map Q’: P+ r( 6) 
and a map !Z’ : B + r(e). The whole embedding is a direct sum Z( p, 6) = 
G’(P) + WO. 
The embedding of D into %‘“( _M, N) will be obtained by first embedding D into 
Z( [), with 5 a pullback of the tangent bundle ar : TN + N, and then projecting the 
embedded set onto a Whitney-closed subset of %‘“( M, N) by means of an exponential 
map (Section 4, following Lemma 4.3). 
The maps Qi’ and !P will be defined so that each of the coordinates of (p,) E f@ 
or of (6,) E AN affects only one summand of a series of compactly supported sections 
with pairwise disjoint supports. Actually Q’(p) is itself compactly supported. This 
allows a local study and explores the similarity in the definitions of the XX-topologies 
and the box-topology (Lemma 3.2). 
On what regards @‘(Section 2), the summand of order n is a term of a sequence 
of C%ections converging, uniformly up to the jet of order n, to a non-Cm-section, 
so that the closure of Q’(P) can only be Q’(P). 
As for !P (Section 3), the rat and in p(b) varies s 
there is no possibility of approaching a C”-section out of 
2. Construction of 
Let K, be the first nonempty set in our exhaustion. The range of @’ will be 
contained in sections upported on K, . (The range of ?P will be contained in sections 
supported on U [ Ki : i 2 21.) Choose a trivializing chart (q, U) for 6 such that there 
is a chart (8, U) on M making U homeomorphic to IV’ and U c K, . The local map 
~:p-l(U)-,R”xlR” given by $&,)=@(m),cp,,(z)) is a local isomorphism of & 
onto the trivial bundle Ii?’ x R” (projected onto its first factor). The space of functions 
%?“(UP, R”) is linearly isomorphic to r(&) under the map t,K’( 0( m)J( 0( m))) and 
any function of compact support in %“(W“, R”) extends to r( 5) just by taking it to 
be zero off U. We conclude our construction of @’ by giving a map Q, : P + %‘“( W, R “) 
and using a’(p) = $-I( e(m), @( p)( e(m))). Since all the functions in Q(P) will be 
supported in K, , our isomorphism into r( 5) is topological for the Whitney-topology 
or any XX-topology, since they all coincide on sets of functions supported in a 
fixed compact set. 
Let I]* ]I denote the usual norms for multilinear functions on RP and for each n E N 
and compact K c IW‘, let 
VII k =max[]]D’f,l]: XE K,Os is n]. 
Choose a sequence of pairwise disjoint balls B( a,,, rn) = (x E W : Ilx - a, II s rn} con- 
verging to zero. Functions in Q(P) will be supported on Uz=” B( a,,, rn) u (0). 
For each n choose a function fz which is of class %‘“, but not %“+’ and has 
support in B(a,, $,,) and norm ]~J]~,a,,,r,,,~ l/2”? Each of these functions may 
be separately approximated by smooth functions &’ supported in B( a,,, r,,) using 
convolution kernels, for example [2,2.2]. Choosefr so that ]lfr -JJl& a,,,r,, , s l/2”+’ 
and thus Iv: II if a,,.r,, 1 s l/2”. Choose f; #fl)) so that IF: -Jell &a,,,,,,, s l/2”+’ and so 
forth, so that we have the following: 
SUPP(.~~ c Bb,,, &A and supp(.G) E B(a,, G), (2) 
IV II 
1 
k” “B(a,,. r ,, <,1, 2 
k=1,2 ,..., q 
f,-f:, if k. (5) 
Our embedding is now given by the locally finite sum: 
@(PI = ZfJ#, (6) 
The map @ is one-to-one by (5). 
Each function f = Q(p) is smooth at zero, and hence on all of IFP. First, f (0) = 0 
by definition. If x = 0 and f(x) # 0, then x E B(a,, r,,) for some infinite n E *IV and 
if(x)l s llf;,b)II&(1,,. F,,) = 0, Thus, f(x) is continuous. It follows from the mean value 
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theorem that D”fo = 0 and D”f is continuous at zero since 11 D”J,. 11 G llf,:,( X) II ;(o,,,r,, ) = 0 
when x = 0. 
a 2.1. The range CD(P) is closed in the pointwise convergence topology of 
%F(W, R u ), hence closed in everyjiner topology and the Whitney-topology in particular. 
Proof. By [9, 8.3.81 it suffices to show that the standard part st(*@( P)) = e(P), 
that is, if p E *P is such that there is a smooth g(x) so for every standard x E *VP, 
@(p)(x) =fi,(x) = g(x), then there is a standard q E “P such that f;,(x) ==fy:,(x) 
for all standard X. Say G(p) has a standard part; pn must be finite when n is finite. 
Otherwise the function J:,(x) = g(x) and also f,“,(x) =J&(x), by (4) so the smooth 
standard function g(x) equals the non-V?+ -function f:(x) on the standard ball 
B(a,, rJ. Since pn is finite for finite n, there is a standard sequence qn = p,, for 
standard n. On the standard balls B( a,, rn) we have f,:,(x) =fi,,(~). On the nonstan- 
dard balls f:,,(x) = 0 and since @(p)(O) = 0, G(q) is the pointwise standard part of 
G(p), 0 
Lemma 2.2. ‘lihe map @ : (P, prod) + ( %@(W, W”), 9) is continuous, hence @ is con- 
tinuous for any topology coarser than 2% 
roof. Since the supports of all functions in Q(P) are contained in the fixed compact 
set UT=, B( a,, r”) u {0}, the %“-uniform topology agrees with 9 on G(P). There- 
fore it suffices to prove that if p E “(N”) and q E “(N”), and if pn = q,, for standard 
n E “N, then D’@(p), = D’@(q), for all x E *FOB’” and all i E “N. (See [9, 83.1 and 
8.41.) This condition is trivially satisfied off the support as well as on the balls 
B(a,, r”) when n is standard. 
When x = 0 in *RP, since the standard smooth function @(q) has D’@( q)O = 0 for 
all i (as we saw above), D’@( q)x = 0. Therefore we conclude our proof by observing 
that D’@(p), =O when x = 0. The only case to test is when x belongs to B(a,, rn) 
for infinite n, where @(p)(x) =f,:,(x). Condition (3) says that even the infinite norm 
Il~~~,,(X)lInS(a,,,,,,)~ l/2” = 0, so D’f,:,(x) ~0. q 
Lemma 2.3. The map @ - ’ : (a(P), Pointwise) + (P, prod) is continuous, hence @-I 
is continuous in the Whitney and any Jiner topology. 
Pwof. By [9,8.3.1] it suffices to show that if p E *P, q E “P and (a( p)(x) = 
for all standard x E *RP, then pn = qn for finite n. Let n be finite, so qn is finite since 
q is standard. 
The number p,, c “02 cannot be infinite because we woul have the non-+?“+’ 
function J;(x) --f;,(x) =fq:,(x), by (4), forcing a smooth standard function f:,, to 
equal a nonsmooth function. 
The number pn cannot be a di ber than y (5). ence p,, = q,, 
for standard n. Cl 
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Here is a summary of what we have proved: 
reposition 2.4. The map Qz’ : (P, prod) + ( f(e), T) is a closed embedding for any 
topology Tjiner than the Whitney-%“- topology and coarser than Michor’s S-topology. 
3. Construction of W: B --, ZQ) 
Choose a disjoint sequence of trivializing charts (cp,,, U,,) for 5 such that Un c 
int K+z\K+~ and there is a chart (8,, U,,) for M such that 0( U,,) = IJV. Let 
m, = K’(O). The map Icln(z,,,) = (Mm), CPA z )) is a local diffeomorphism of p-‘( U,,) 
onto lF!Y x W'. Choose a nonzero u E IV and let zn = +,‘(O, u). 
We use a smooth bump function 
and the function on I3 x N x M, 
s,(t, m) = 1 4CUMmL PW’+ Wk(~Vl~L m E U,, 0, m fz U,, 
to define 
WNm) = f s,(b,,, 4. 
n =o 
(7) 
(The function is built from smooth bump functions in disjoint “stalks” running out 
6.) Since at most one term at a time of this sum is nonzero and since P( 6)(x,,) = b,,z”, 
with z” # 0, ?P is l- 1 from B into r( 5). 
Lemma 3.1. !?( B) is pointwise closed in r( 0, hence closed in any jirier topology. 
Proof. By [9,8.3.8] it suffices to show that the standard part of an element of ?P(* B) 
is in ?P( B). If s = V( 6) and some standard t E “IQ) satisfy s(m) = t(m) for all 
standard m E “M, then t( m,,) = b,z” for all standard n E “R. We claim that t = ?P( c,,) 
where c, is the standard sequence satisfying c,, = st( 6,) for n E “N. It is sufficient to 
show that t(m) = s,( c,, m) for m E U,, and standard n, because s = !P( 6) is supported 
on lJr=, U,, and t(m) = s(m) forces the standard section also to be zero off Ur=, U,,. 
Let n be an arbitrary standard index, c,, = st( b,,). Continuity of our basic standard 
functions rl/- ’ and p tells us that 
c,~,%%Mm), P[(c?t l)lMm~l’lU~= b,,$;‘V%,(m), P[(bf,+ l)pt,(m)l’luI 
= t(m). 
Since t is standard and &, c,,, O,, and /3 are standard, 
r(m) =e c,,$ ‘Ml(,), p[sd -+ 1 #L~~rn)f$.4} on U,,. •rJ 
Lemma 3.2. The map V : (B, box) + (r( &), 9) is continuous. 
roof. Let c E B and b E *B satisfy b = c [box]. We must show that for any standard 
positive continuous q : M + (0,~) and any standard sequence A E NN, that 
7j( m)]jA[“il s(m)l,,,<l forallmE*M, 
where s= V(b)-*(c). 
For each n the function q( m)lj*[“,* s,,( t, 941 is uniformiy continuous in t and m 
on the compact set [c,, - 1, c,, + l] X AI,,+?, thus there is a standard sequence of 
tolerances E,, so that if &,,I t - rI < 1 for c,, - 1 s t, rs c,, + 1, then v( m)ljArml(s,,( t, m) - 
s,,( r, m)}l < 1 for all m in AK,,,+?. Since b =r c [box] we know that E, Ic,, - b,, I < 1 for 
all n E *N, thus 
~(m)l.P%,(c,,, m) -S,,(b,,, mM< 1 
for all m E *K ,,,+? and all n E *fV. This proves our lemma because q(c) - ?P( b) = 
SAC,,, l )-s,,(b,,, 4 on *K+z. 0 
Lemma 3.3. The map V-’ : ( P( B), Whitney) + (B, box) is continuous. 
Proof. Suppose !P( 6) = F(c) [Whitney] for b E *B, c E “B, that is, for any constant 
k E “N and any positive continuous v. 
q(m)lj”{F(b)-!p(c)}(m)l,,,<l forall me*M. 
We must show that for any positive sequence E,, that &,,I b,, - c,,l c 1 for all n E *N. 
We know by construction that 
j”V@(b)- *(c)I(m,,) = (b,, -c,,)z” 
with zn # 0. Given a positive sequence E,,, simply extend to positive continuous 
q : M + (0,~) so that v( m,,) = E,,/(z’,~,,,,,. Then 
E,,lb,, - c,,l = dm,,)Ij”WW - ~WHm,JL,, < 1. q 
To summarize, this section proves the following: 
WB,box)+UW, ) r is a closed embedding for any topology rfiner 
than the Whitney-%“-topology and coarser than the C&topology. 
ain results 
From Sections 2 and 3 we have the following: 
Let 5 be ajnite dimensional vector bundle over a open/mite dimensional 
manifold M. The map I : P x B + (r( 5) l(p)+ ty(b) isa closed 
embedding of Van Douwen’s nonnot into the smooth sections over 
5 for any topology r coarser than jiner than W~itney’s 
%“-topologye Thus, (r(t), 7) is not a 
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f. Since the separate embeddicgs @’ and ?P map to sections with disjoint 
supports, the joint mapping I is also a closed embedding. 
A closed subspace of a normal space is normal and I(D) is not normal, so 
(r(t), T) cannot be normal. 0 
Now we extend our result to smooth functions from one open manifold into 
any other N. The first technicality we face is the fact that the jet bundles Jk(M, N) 
are no longer vector bundles because there is no additive structure for function 
values in N (zero jets). We simply replace the fiber norm of Section 1 by a metric. 
The spaces J”( M, Iv) are metrizable, so let d”( l , l ) denote a compatible metric 
on Jk( M, N). The restrictions of the metrics dk to jets at source m are denoted dk . 
Let X be an exhaustion of M as above with locati,lg function [ l 1. 
.2. Let Z c NN be a family of nondecreasing sequences containing the 
constant sequences. The K&topology on %“(M, N) is given by the family of 
pseudometrics 
sup[ q( m)dA,[“] (j”‘“lf( m), j”[“]g( m)): m E M] 
for all positive continuous functions q : M + (0,~) and all h E C. Equivalently, f= g 
[XX] if and only if 
q( m)d”,[“]( j”‘“‘f( m), j”‘“]g( m)) < 1 
for all m E *M and all standard positive continuous 71 and A E ‘C. 
If C equals only the constant sequences, X’ is the Whitney-V-topology, while 
if C equals f+.P, XZ = 9, see [4]. 
We need the following kind of “exponential function”. Let TN denote the tangent 
bundle and O,, its zero section. 
mma 4.3. There is a smooth map Q : TN + N satisfying the following conditions for 
all nE N: 
(a) cp(O,) = n, 
(b) the restriction Q,, of Q to T,,N is a difleomorphism onto an open neighborhood 
ofn. ’ 
roof. See [ 1, 2.7.41. Cl 
Let f belong to %“( M, N) and let 5, denote the pullback of TN along J (See 
[3,3.1].) This is a vector bundle over M with total space $!( TN) = Urn, M 7&nl) N 
and projection z-~. Define a smooth map by 
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The triple (k, q-, qU’( TN))) 
Define a subset by 
is a tubular neighborhood of the graph off in M x N. 
Q = {g E %‘“( M, N): graph(g) E q(f!( TN))}. (9) 
Then we have the following: 
The set VI. is open in (%“( M, N), X25) and the map 4.: vf + r( &) given 
&O(m) = c$(m, g(m)) 
is a homeomorphism of 0,. onto r( 5,. ) in its XX-topology. 
roof. q-(f!( TN)) is open in M x N and contains the graph of X hence u/ is 
Whitney- %‘m-open and hence XX-open. 0 
The identification of functions g : M + N with their graphs C : M + M x IV, 
G(m) = (m, g(m)), is a homeomorphism of (%‘“(A& N), XC) onto (r(p, M, M x 
N), X2), where p( n2, n) = m. Under this identification &(g) = a,;’ 0 G and 4,7’(s) = 
J qr- 0 s, so that both +,. and 4.7’ are composition with a 
therefore continuous. 
fixed smooth function, 
Tbeore Let M be an open Jinite-dimensional manifold 
dimensional ‘manifol Let r be a topology on %“( M, N) 
Stopology and finer than Whitney’s %*-topology. Then T is 
and let N be anyjnite- 
coarser than Michor’s 
not normal. 
Proof. Let Z : D + (F( 5/.), XC) be the embedding given in Theorem 4.1. Observe 
that, if one conveniently chooses the fiber norms on 5,, 4,;’ 0 Z(D) is contained in 
the XC-closed set 4/‘({s E Z(6): Ilsllys r}), f or some fixed r > 0, and this can easily 
be seen to be TCC-closed. Thus 4.7’ 0 Z is a closed embedding of D into %?( M, 
under the Whitney or 53 topologies, hence under any topology r in between. 0 
Note a 
We thank professor Jerry E. Vaughan for having brought to our attention that 
the nonnormality of %?( M, N)-and a number of other spaces-under the Whitney- 
topology, had already been shown by I. I. Guran and I% . Zarichnyi, in “The 
Whitney topology and box products”, Dokl. Akad. Nauk Ukrain. SSR Ser. A 11 
(1984) 5-7, 87. 
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